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Abstract. The concepts of solvability in polynomials is highly imperative, most especially 
the concerned operations on the sums and the products of the roots. In this paper, an 
analysis of the fundamentals and the basic characterizations of the roots of polynomials 
was considered. This involves but is not limited to the sums as well as the products of their 
roots, not only those of the elementary or lower degrees but also that of any higher degree 
�. Efforts have been intensified to state and prove certain characterizations which each case 
of the degrees of the polynomial must satisfy. Hence, the analysis further helps in 
determining of zeros for any given polynomial, including those of higher degrees.  
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1. Introduction  
Polynomials of degree �  are very valuable in many mathematical operations, 
computations and general sciences. Results involving polynomials have been found very 
useful and applicable to physics, chemistry, biological sciences, and even in the real-life 
situations and circumstances. Many life situations, cases, as well as problems, can easily 
be modeled mathematically using ideas from polynomials in order to proffer suitable 
solutions as required.  

Given that   �  is a field for consideration. Choose the variables ��, ��, ⋯ , �	 
over the field   �. One of the main and essential objects and entities for studying algebraic 
geometry as well as commutative algebra is contained in systems of polynomial equations. 
Such form of polynomial expressions can thus be given as follows :  

 
����, ��, ⋯ , �	�  0, ⋯ , 
����, ��, ⋯ , �	�  0            (1) 
In order to find the explicit ( set of ) solutions to (1), many techniques and methods have 
been developed (please, see [3]). As a matter of fact, the multivariate resultants methods 
were introduced by Macaulay. ( Please see [4] ). These were used in solving the systems 
of the polynomial equations. This was done by eliminating the variables in turn. Now, 
given some fields   �, to solve the systems of polynomial equations over the finite field 
  �, the Grobner basis methods were used even though the whole structure seems to be 
somehow complex in forms and seems to be some difficulties trying to comprehend and 
get proper understanding (see [3] ).  
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The concept of solubility or solvability in polynomials is highly imperative, most 
especially the concept of sums and products of the roots. In [2]. The whole idea was limited 
to monic polynomials of degree �, whence �	 = 1. Meanwhile, in this work the general 
characterizations for all polynomials were examined. This involves but not limited to the 
sums as well as the products of their roots not only those of the elementary or lower degrees 
but also that of any higher degree n. Efforts have been intensified to state and prove certain 
characterizations which each case of the degrees of the polynomial must satisfy. Hence, 
the analysis further helps in the determination of the zeros for any given polynomial, 
including those of higher degrees.  
 
2. Basic terminologies and useful ideas from Galois theory 
We have the following notable items on algebraic closure, fields and splitting fields.  
 
Definition 1. (see [1]) Suppose that �:  � be a field extension, and given that � ∈   �[�] 
is a polynomial. If these coefficients are in   �, we say that the polynomial � split over 
the field �. This happens only whenever � is a constant polynomial or if there is the 
existence of some ��, ��, ⋯ �	 of � ∋  
�(�) = �(� − ��)(� − ��) ⋯ (� − �	). Here, the leading coefficient of � is � ∈   �. 

  
Definition 2. (see [1]) Given that   � is a field. Define an extension �:  � of   � as an 
embedding of   � in some larger field �. Suppose that �:  � is a field extension and let 
  � be any subset of �, we have that the set   � ∪ � will generate subfield   �(�) of �. 
This is the intersection for al the l subfields of �. These contain ∪ � (Here, i should be 
noted that any intersection for subfields of � will itself also be a subfield of �). and it 
could be said that   �(�) is the field which is obtainable from   � and could be by the 
adjoining of the set �. Also, denote   �(��, ��, ⋯ ��) for any finite subset {��, ��, ⋯ �	} 
of �. In particular, !(�) denotes the field obtained by adjoining some element � of � to 
  �. A field extension �:  � is said to be simple if there exists some element � of � such 
that � =   �(�).   

  
Definition 3. (see [1]) If �:  � is a field extension, and suppose that � is an element of � 
and if ∃  some (non zero) polynomial � ∈   �[�]  which have coefficients ∋   � ∋
�(�) = 0, then we say that � is algebraic over   �. If this is not so, then, it could be said 
that � is transcendental over   �. Also, we say that a field extension �:  � is algebraic if 
it is certain that every element of � is also algebraic over   � as required.   
 
Definition 4 (see [1]) Suppose that �:  � is a field extension. Then, � can be said to be 
such as a vector space over the field   �. Now, let � be a finite-dimensional vector space 
over the field   �. Then the extension �;   � could be said as finite. Now, define the 
degree �:  � to be the dimension of �, which is considered as a vector space over the 
field   �. For more other details as regards, polynomials and equations may likely be of 
some importance (please, see [5 to 30]).   

 
Lemma 1. (see [1]) Every finite field extension [�:  �] is algebraic.  
Proof: Suppose that �:  � is a finite field extension. Also, let � = [�:  �]. be the degree 
or the order of the field extension. Given that � ∈ �.. We have that, either of the set of 
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elements 1, �, ��, ⋯ , �	 are not all districts or else the elements are of linear dependence 
over the given field   � (By inference, a linearly independent subset of � can be said to 
possibly have at most � elements ). 

Hence, ∃ %&, %�, %�, ⋯ , %	 ∈   �, not all zero, in which  
 %& + %�� + %��� + ⋯ + %	�	 = 0                       (2) 

Thus, � is algebraic over   �. This shows that the field extension �:  � is algebraic as 
required.◻ 

 
3. Soluble groups  
The notable Mathematician by name Evariste Galois was the individual who introduced 
the concept of a soluble group into the field of Mathematics. This was actually done so as 
to state as well as to give me proof of his fundamental general theorems in line with the 
solvability concerning the polynomial equations. 

  
Definition 5. (see [1] and [2]) A group ) can be said to be soluble ( also called solvable) 
if ∃ a finite sequence )&, )�, ⋯ , )	 all of whose are subgroups of ), such that )& = {1} 
and )	 = ), and ∋ )*+�  is observed to be normal in )*  and also that )*/)*+�  is also 
abelian for - = 1,2, ⋯ , �.  

  
Definition 6. (please see [1]) A commutative ring   
 with an identity such that every non-
zero element of   
 which is non zero is also a unit is known to be a field. Here, the so 
called field   
, is an additive abelian group.  
 
Definition 7. Every polynomial )(�) in variable � having the coefficients in some field 
  
 has an expression which is of the form stated as follows : 

 
)(�) = ∑	*0& �*�* = �& + ��� + ���� + ⋯ + �	+��	+� + �	�	,        (3) 

Here, �* ∈   
, 0 ≤ - ≤ �   
)(�) can be referred to as a polynomial function, and this happens whenever � 

appears as a variable or indeterminate. A polynomial equation )(�) = 2 is expressible in 
a matrix form. This could be given as )(3) = �3 = ! , where the entity �  is the 
coefficient matrix, 3, the matrix of the powers of the indeterminate (variable ) � and 4, 
a constant matrix. 

We thus, have:   
)(�) = [�& �� �� ⋯ �	][1�� ⋮ �	] = 6 ∈   
. Here, we multiply a matrix  
of order 1 × � with another vector matrix of order � × 1, which produces a scalar 

6 ∈   
  
  

Definition 8. Any polynomial of two indeterminates is given by :  
 )(�) = ∑	*890& �*9��* ��

9.                    (4) 
A polynomial )(�) = 6 of two indeterminates �, : written as:  

 
  
[�, :] (where 6, �*9 ∈   
 ) is better expressed in matrix form as:  
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)���  ;�&& �&� �&� ⋯ �&	��& ��� ��� ⋮ ����	& �	� �	�
⋅ �		

= 
× ;1 � �� ⋯ �	: �: ��: ⋯ �	::� �:�

��:� ⋯ �	:� ⋮ :	 �:	 ��:	 ⋯ �	:	 = 
=[6�6�6> ⋮ 6	]  
= 6� + 6� + ⋯ + 6	 = 6 ∈ 
.   
  

Theorem 2. (This is a Fundamental Theorem in Algebra) (please see [2]) 
a) For e very polynomial of a given degree � ≥ 1 there is at least one zero ( root ). 

This is contained in the complex numbers. 
b) Let )(�) be the polynomial with degree �, then )(�) can be said to have exactly 

� district roots. These roots may either be real numbers or complex numbers. 
(In 1799, Gauss worked on this theorem’s proofs for doctoral dissertation topic in 
his Ph.D.)  

 
Theorem 3. Quoted from [2] (This is the Maximum Number of Zeros ( roots ) Theorem) 
(Please see [2]). It’s not possible for a polynomial to have more real zeros (roots) more 
than the degree of the polynomial .  
Proof: By contradiction, let P(x) be of @AB; ; C ≥ 1. Now, if D�, ⋯ , D�, D�E� are C + 1 
roots possessed by the polynomial . By using the factor theorem, there exists polynomial 
��(�)  which has the @AB <  that of @AB()(�))  by one ∋  )(�) = (� − D�). ��(�). 
Now, since )(D�) = 0 , and D�, D� are distinct, that is , D� ≠ D� , it must be that ��(D�) = 
o. Again, by factor theorem. Write this as , )(�) = (� − D�). (� − D�). ��(�), whence 
��(�) is of @AB2 less than )(�). Now, since D> is also distinct from D� and D� , we 
must have ��(H>)  = 0 . We have )(�) = (� − D�). (� − D�). (� − D>). �>(�) , where 
@AB(�>(�)) is of @AB3 less than that of )(�). If we continue the process this way and 
the process is repeated until reaching the given stage for which )(�) = (� − D�) ⋯ (� −
D�). ��(�), and ��(�) is of @ABC less than )(�). Since )(�) only had @ABC in first 
, ��(�) has to be of @AB0. This makes ��(�) to be of a constant. Allow the constant to 
be ��(�) = 6. Hence,, D�E� is still a root for )(�), and since D�E� is distinct from all 
the other D*, it must be that ��(D�E�) = 0 . This can be possible only when 6 = 0 ⇒
)(�) ≡ 0 ⇒⇐ since our assumption is that C ≥ 0. Hence, our initial assumption must be 
wrong. Thus, we must have that )(�) has roots {D*}, - ∈ {1,2, ⋯ , C}.◻   
 
Theorem 4. (The product and sum theorem ) (see [2]) 
Suppose that   )(�) = �	 + �	+��	+� + ⋯ + �>�>���� + ��� + �& = ∑	�0& ���� =
0) be a monic polynomial equation with real coefficients, where � ≥ 1, then �& can be 
calculated as (−1)	 × the product of the roots found for )(�). Also, �	+� happens to 
be the opposite of the sum of the roots of )(�) Mathematically, it means that :  

(i) �& = Π*0�	 %* and (ii) �	+� = − ∑	*0� %*  
Proof: By Theorems  1 and 2, )(�)  has �  roots. Let These roots be denoted by 
%�, %�, %>, ⋯ , %	 . Now, the product for � factors that are associated to the roots can be 
formed. Now, given that N[�] = [(� − %�)(� − %�)(� − %>) ⋯ (� − %	)].  This proof is 
concluded by multiplying out all these terms and by inspecting the coefficient on �	+� 
alongside the constant term. On the other hands, by using induction on �,the formal proof 
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can be made thus: Let �  1, we have )(�) = � + �& and for this situation, the only zero 
for )(�) will be %� = −�&. Now %� is only the root, %� is itself the product for the roots. 
Meanwhile, (−1)	�& = (−1)��& = −�& = %�. Thus, this settles the part involving the 
constant term. Also, since %� is only the root, %� is itself the sum of the roots. The second 
leading coefficient is the opposite of the sum of the roots. This is because �& = −(%�). 
More instructively, by manually looking at the case when n = 2 before the setting up of the 
induction step. Also [(� − %�)(� − %�)] = [�� + (−%� + −%�)� + %�%�]. Here as well, it is 
very clear that the second coefficient which is leading is the opposite of the sum of the 
roots, the constant is product of the roots. )(�) is ih quadratic form and we have that � =
2 ⇒ (−1)	 − (−1)� = 1. Now let it be that the result is true at anytime that we have O 
zeros. If )(�)  is the polynomial having O + 1  zeros, i.e. )(�) = [(� − %�)(� −
%�) ⋯ (� − %�E�)]. Now consider that we may write: )(�) = [{(� − %�)(� − %�) ⋯ (� −
%�)}(� − %�E�)].  

Given that N(�) = {(� − %�)(� − %�) ⋯ (� − %�)}. Then N(�) has degree O. The 
induction hypothesis is thus applicable to N(�). Now, write N(�) = [�� + ��+���+� +
⋯ + ��� + �&]  then, we know that ��+� = −(∑�*0� %*)  and we know that �& =
(−1)� . Π*0�� %*.  
Now )(�) = N(�). (� − %�E�) = (� − %�E�). {�� + ��+���+� + ⋯ + ��� + �&}  

= {��E� + ��+��� + ⋯ + ���� + �&�} + {(−%�E�)�� + (−%�E�)��+���+� +  
⋯ + (−%�E�)��� + (−%�E�)�&} = ��E� + {��+� + (−%�E�)}�� + ⋯ 
+(�& − %�E�. ��)� + (−%�E�)�&.  

We have ��+� + (−%�E�) = −(∑�*0� %*) + (−%�E�) = −(∑�E�*0� %*)  
and (−%�E�). �& = (−%�E�). (−1)� . (Π*0�� %*) = (−1)�E�. (Π*0��E�%*) ◻ 
  

4. Materials and methods  
Here, the normal, basic mathematical fundamentals are applied in order to prove the results. 

  
Statement of Problem  
Proposition 5.  

      PQRRSTA  Dℎ�D         
(�) = ∑  V*0& �*�* 
is a polynomial. Then, given that [W�, W�, ⋯ , W	] are the zeros of f(x). From here, we have 
the following conditions given as @* satisfied, (where - ∈ {1,2,3, ⋯ , �}):  
 (@�). = ∑	*0& W* = +XYZ[

XY
, (@�). = ∑	*\9 W*W9 = +XYZ]

XY
, (@>). = ∑	*^9^� W*W9W� = +XYZ_

XY
, 

 

(@`). = a
	

*^9^�^b
W*W9W�Wb = �	+`

�	
, (@c). = a

	

*[^*]^*_^*d^*e
W*[W*]W*_W*dW*e = −�	+c

�	
 

 
⋯ 

(@�). = a
	

*[^*]^*_^*d^*e^⋯^*f
W*[W*]W*_W*dW*e ⋯ W*f = −�	+�

�	
⋯ 

 ⋯ (@	) =   Π�0�	 W*f = (+�)fXg
XY
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5. Results  
The proofs for the statement of problem. 
By induction, we have as follows:  

 
(a) The trivial case  
lf �  0. We have �(�) = �& = 2, a constant polynomial. This case is trivial.◻ 

 
(b) The linear case  
For the linear case, lf � = 1.  
We have, �(�) = ��� + �& ⇒ � = W� = +Xg

X[
, satisfying @�.◻ 

 
(c) The quadratic case  
We have 

�(�) = ���� + ��� + �& = 0                         (5) 
By theorem (2), f has at most two zeros. Let W� and W� be the zeros and let 

them be represented by W and h respectively . Then, we have: 

(�) = [(� − W)(� − h)] = 0 ⇒ [�� − (W + h)� + Wh] = 0.  Dividing (5) by 

��, we have ,  
 ��(�) = �� + X[

X]
� + Xg

X]
= 0                     (6) 

 
 ��(�) = �� − (W + h)� + Wh = 0                     (7) 

Comparing (6) and (7), we have that W + h = +X[
X]

, Wh = Xg
X]

. This satisfies (@�), and (@�) 
as stated in the foregoing conditions ◻ 

 
(d) The cubic case, l = m  
Let W, h, and � be the solutions . This implies from theorem ( 2 )) that  


(�) = [(� − W)(� − h)(� − �), ] ⇒ 
(�) = [�> + (W + h + �)�� + (Wh +
W� + h�)� − Wh�] = 0.  
But 
(�) = [�> + X]

X_
�� + X[

X_
� + Xg

X_
. ] This actually, is in line with (@�), (@�) and (@>).  

And we have that [ (W + h + �)] = +X]
X_

, [(Wh + W� + h�)] = [X[
X_

 and Wh�] = [Xg
X_

] ◻ 

 
(e) The quartic case, l = n  
Set  


(�) = �` + X_
Xd

� + X]
Xd

�� + X[
Xd

� + Xg
Xd

= 0                   (8) 

Let W, h, � and o be the zeros fo �. We have that :  

(�) = [(� − W)(� − h)(� − �)(� − o)] = 0  
 
(�) = [�` − (W + h + −� + o)�> + (Wh + −W� + Wo + h� + ho + �o)�� −

(Wh� + Who + W�o + h�o)� + Wh�o] = 0                                  (9) 
Comparing (8) and (9), ⇒ [W + h + � + o] = +X_

Xd
, [(Wh + −W� + Wo + h� + ho +

�o)] = X]
Xd

, (Wh� + Wh�o + W�o + h�o) = X[
Xd

, and Wh�o = Xg
Xd

◻ 

 
(f) The quintic case, l = p  
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Proposition 6. Let  
 ����  ∑c*0& �*�*. 

Then, the conditions @�, @�, ⋯ , @c are satisfied. 
Proof: By theorem (2), there exist five zeros (roots) W* , - = 1, ⋯ ,5 such that �(W*) = 0. 
We have : �(�) = �c(�c + Xd

Xe �` + X_
Xe

�> + X]
Xe �� + X[

Xe
� + Xg

Xe) = 0 ⇒ [�c(� − W*)(� −
W�)(� − W>)(� − W`)(� − Wc)] = 0. ⇒  

 [(� − W*)(� − W�)(� − W>)(� − W`)(� − Wc)] = 0       (10) 
Expanding (10), we have that  

�c − (a
c

*0�
W*)�` + (a

c

*\9
W*W9)�> − ( a

c

*\9\�
W*W9W�)�� + ( a

c

*^9^�^b
W*W9W�Wb)� − Π*0�c W* 

 
By this, it is observed that  

a
c

*0�
W* = − �`

�c
, a

c

*\9
W*W9 = �>

�c
, a

c

*\9\�
W*W9W� = � + 2

�c
, 

a
c

*^9^�^bb
W*W9W�Wb = ��

�c
, ��@     Π*0�c W*

�&
�c

 

◻ 
And so, for a polynomial of degree �, we have as follows :  
   

Proposition 7. Suppose that  
 �(�) = ∑	*0& �*�*. 

Then, thre exist � zeros, gven by : (W�, W�, ⋯ , W	) such that the conditions @�, @�, ⋯ , @	 
are satisfied.  

  
Proof: Following the forgoing theorem as given above ,, we can deduce that  

 
(�) = �	Π*0�	 (� − W*) = 0 

⇒ �(�) = �	 − (a
	

*0�
W*)�	+� + ( a

	

*�^*]
W*[W*])�	+� − ( a

	+�

*[^*]^*_
W*[W*]W*_)�	+> 

 
 + ⋯ + (−1)�(∑ W*[W*] ⋯ W*f�	+� + ⋯ + (−1)	Π�0�	 W*f 

Hence, this has completely satisfied the axioms @�, @�, ⋯ @	 .◻ 
 

6. Conclusions  
The existence of the zeros depends on the degree of the polynomial and the stated given 
conditions. 

 
7. Open problem  
We now leave it open to our esteemed readers to also take the consideration of the zeros of 
polynomials in two indeterminates as stated in equation (4) and also to extend the results 
to the polynomials of degree n. 
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